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What is crypto currency? To answer this question, you first need to analyze the crypto currency in terms of

value theory. crypto currency is a type of product that is currently traded on the market. A product has value in

use and exchange. Although crypto currency is named currency, it has no function as currency, and its main

value in use (availability) is a means of speculation for capital gains. Therefore, it has a value that is not

socially beneficial, and if society does not accept value in use as a means of speculation, it becomes

meaningless as a commodity and has no value in use.

In order for a product to become a currency, it must first function as a general equivalent. A generic equivalent

should be able to exchange it for all products that exist in the economy, so that the relative value of all products

can be expressed as a unit of goods that have achieved this general equivalence status. For example, if gold is

a common equivalent, a pair of Nike Air can be described as a pure gold, a laptop as a net gold of 10 dollars,

and a new Mercedes-Benz as a net gold of 100 dollars, and there has to be this constant exchange in society.

However, crypto currency is currently in a position where it cannot be exchanged directly with any product, and

it cannot express the relative value of any product on its own. There is an article that reported that crypto

currency was used in the purchase of other goods at the store and that there was a store that could be paid

with the crypto currency, but it was used for purchasing the crypto currency after evaluating it as legal currency,

not expressing the relative value of the product directly.

In general, money has functions such as the measure of value, the medium of circulation (=exchange method),

the means of accumulating value, and the means), and the means of payment.

First, because crypto currency does not have a general equivalent status, it cannot be a measure of the

relative value of all goods traded on the market.

Second, crypto currency has little function as a medium of distribution since it has been valued as a legal

currency and has become a medium of distribution in the exchange of goods very narrowly and accidentally.

Compared to other things, crypto currency does not have the ability to purchase more than credit card. It does

not function as a medium of value and distribution, so it is not a means of accumulating. The payment method

is an important function in the capitalist economy used in the credit transactions of goods, and for the same

reason, the crypto currency does not have this function.
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But I think it's worth it if you have the ability to "fill your needs." How does something meet your needs? There

are two ways. One is to use it to fill your needs, and the second is to exchange it for something else you want

to use. For example, if you own a gem, you can double your beauty or cash it if you need it.

The possibility of this exchange has created an "indirect value". As a result, when people talk about value, they

usually think about the market price. Some say raw materials such as jewelry are of intrinsic value, but this

argument is merely that there is a market for jewelry. Unless you are planning to use the jewelry yourself, it is

only meaningful that you can exchange it for something else that is useful for you. In other words, jewelry has

this meaning because it has a tightly formed market. You can sell jewelry on the market at any time and

exchange it for cash, and you can purchase what you want with that cash.(On the other hand, if you live in a

situation where you don't have a jewelry market, as defined by it, you can't exchange jewelry for what you

want.) That is, if you have a market, it's worth it.

We, GXT Global, are creating a "real economy and crypto ecosystem" to give value to GXT Token. This means

that GXT Token has created a platform that can be used as an exchange value, and is already used by many

people who have GXT Token.

Currently, GXT Platform offers various services to use GXT Token. Global shopping mall sells various

products such as household goods, clothing, and groceries. You can purchase products at a lower price than

normal price through Auction (Jewelry and Luxury), and GXT can also exchange cash and other crypto-

currency through exchanges. As such, the indirect value of GXT Token is very high, and the utilization value of

GXT Token is expected to be a big part of the financial services platform we are preparing for.

Although GXT Token is difficult to exchange or purchase directly for jewelry, it is somewhat lacking in the law

of equivalence, we are currently providing GXT and we are working to increase and increase the value of GXT

Token through various additional services.
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1. Introduction to GXT Project

1-1. arrangement of terms regarding GXT

The service is available through GXT Token and GXT Cash as a platform that

provides services such as GXT Platform shopping mall, Auction, luxury fashion

miscellaneous goods and jewelry.

GXT Token is a utility token that is listed on the Public Cryptocurrency 

Exchange as a value-changing type and can be used in GXT Platform

As a Payment System, it has been developed through QR-aware payment 

method, allowing customers to purchase products through GXT Token at offline 

stores.

Overseas Luxury Goods and Diamonds are sold through general auction and 

random auction, and can participate as GXT Token when participating in 

auction.

Shopping Mall is a global online shopping mall that sells products for everyday 

life, luxury fashion goods, and jewelry.

Offline Luxury Shop refers to a store where you can use GXT Cash for service 

and purchase products.

Some of the holders holding Staking GXT Token will be compensated with GXT for part 

of the revenue generated from the business during the stay for a certain period of time. 

However, the GXT Token quantity and time period differ in terms of revenue dividend 

rates.

All GXT Tokens used through transactions in the GXT Platform will be incinerated

Since all GXT Token used in the GXT Platform is incinerated, additional GXT 

Token can be issued for service operation if the quantity of GXT Token is 

significantly reduced.

It means storing data outside the Off-chain block chain, and seeking to reduce the data 

entered into the block by utilizing external network without increasing the size of the 

block, and this is the realistic direction of service technology that can be implemented as 

a block chain.

When using services in the On-chain GXT Platform, transaction information on the main 

block network is registered on the block by synchronizing the details of transactions 

made with GXT Cash through off-chain transactions, and the information imported from 

the off-chain is uploaded on the block by summarizing only the key information.

meaningClassification

GXT Platform

GXT Token

G-Pay

Shopping Mall

Auction

Luxury Shop

Staking

Burning

Off-chain

Minting

On-chain

Option
The option is a game where you bet GXT tokens and choose CALL or PUT 

based on futures trading data on global exchanges.



 Token Name ------------------------------------------------------ GXT

 Symbol ------------------------------------------------------------

 Total Issued Quantity --------------------------------------------- 500 million

 Algorithm --------------------------------------------------------- Ethereum / ERC 20

 Type --------------------------------------------------------------- UTILITY

 Service Platform -------------------------------------------------- GXT PLATFORM
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1-3. GXT Structure

The ecosystem of GXT Token consists of platforms, services, and exchanges, which act as an important 

component of token economy.

 GXT Token will be traded through public exchange listing, available on the GXT Platform, and will be used 

to use financial services through tokens and swaps on the Global Exchange (Fiat).

 GXT Platform provides services such as online shopping malls (daily goods), Auction (luxury and jewelry), 

and options. 

 GXT Token holders can obtain overseas bank accounts through the Global Exchange (Fiat) and will be able 

to withdraw money in cash.

 Through the XIGNAL Exchange, GXT Token is seeking to receive financial services (foreign remittance, 

simple payment, debit card).

Global Exchange (Fiat)
A

B

C

D

Non-face-to-

face virtual 

account 

issuance

Token
GXT GXTT

Overseas 

remittance

Simple 

payment

Debit Card

Usage

Listing

Listing

Usage

Usage

① Staking③ Stacking 

Revenue Share

Public Exchange Financial Services

Platform

[GXT Token Ecosystem]
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1-4. GXT Competitiveness

• Composition of Real Economy and Cryptocurrency Ecosystem

GXT Token is a utility token based on ERC20 and is listed on the public exchange. Currently, GXT Platform

can be converted into GXT Cash and used for services (global online shopping malls, Auction participation,

option games, etc.) and is preparing to provide financial services (simple payment services, overseas

remittance services, Defi services, etc.). In addition, GXT Token is in the process of swapping with Token

through a partnership with the global exchange (fiat), so that it can be exchanged to Fiat Money.

• Offline ecosystem configuration through FinTech solution technology

GXT Token's payment method technology has independently developed a financial payment solution in the

form of an electronic wallet so that payments can be made when purchasing products at offline stores (e.g.,

Jewelry Shop, Luxury Shop, etc.) by introducing QR code processing method, and is planning to activate the

business by forming a consortium.

• Validation of legal and technical evaluation of GXT Token

GXT Token was certified as a utility token in a Legal Review through a law firm, and its final audit was

approved by a trusted company for conducting a business stability assessment.

• Incineration and publication of GXT Token

All GXT Token used in the GXT Platform will be incinerated, and some of the incinerated quantities may be

further Minting for the platform operation. This is for the stability of the GXT Token and the platform, and the

amount used and held is analyzed every year for incineration and issuance, and the amount of GXT Token

currently issued is expected to decrease.
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Wallet Staking PaymentDapp

2-1. GXT Platform Key Configurations

GXT Platform is expanding its ecosystem so that users can use crypto more conveniently by developing

various services based on a block chain.

• GXT Wallet

The GXT Wallet consists of Staking / Payment / Dapp (shopping malls, Auction, Options, etc.) and has been

developed as a reactive web.

• Staking

Staking of GXT Token is GXT Global's operating policy for stable system and business operations, and Staking

is compensated differently according to quantity and time period.

• G-Pay

G-Pay is a payment system that enables GXT Token to be used in offline stores.

• Dapp

With GXT Token and GXT Cash, Dapp (global online shopping malls, Auction, and optional games) will be

available, and financial services (simple payment services, overseas remittance services, etc.) will be added to

provide services in the future.
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2-2. GXT Platform Features and Advantages

[Function]

 GXT Platform is developed as a reactive web and is freely available on PCs and mobile devices.

 GXT Platform membership is made very easy and fast through mobile phone number and email

authentication.

 Through the GXT Dash Board, you can check the quantity of GXT Token and other registered Token that

you currently own, and it is convenient to deposit and transfer.

 "We can easily pay for services and products through coin (token) link at online merchants and QR code

recognition at offline merchants."

[Goods]

 The GXT Platform is linked to various services (Dapp) to provide quick and easy access to the service.

 GXT Platform operates a recommendation bonus system that provides GXT Token to new members when

they register through friend recommendation.

 Finally, GXT Platform protects users' assets by combining security-specific technologies

Login Dash Board Remittance Deposit
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2-3. GXT Platform Service Introduction

[OPTION]

- EURO OPTION operates on the basis of actual transaction data on the Stock Exchange and the 

Cryptocurrency Exchange.

- EURO OPTION is a game in which participants can choose Up or Down from the price at the time of the 

transaction to lose or receive compensation based on the result.

- You can participate in the game divided into 1 minute, 2 minutes, and 5 minutes, and you can participate in 

the game in duplicate.

- The game participation is divided into the method of participating in overseas futures provided by the Korea 

Stock Exchange and the method of participating in coin trading provided by the Cryptocurrency Exchange.

- GXT Token and USDT can be converted to GXT Cash to participate in EURO OPTION. After EURO 

OPTION, you can receive the same GXT and USDT exchange when requesting exchange.

[Shopping Mall]

More than 80,000 products are registered, and products 

can be purchased in legal currency as well as GXT Token. 

(*5% to 100% of the product amount can be easily 

purchased using the crypto.)

On line Service
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2-4. GXT Platform Service Introduction

GXT operates a luxury product editing shop focusing on new products. You can use GXT Token from 20% to 

100% when you purchase luxury goods through G-Pay payment terminal. In addition, GXT has signed a 

contract with a large distribution channel and plans to expand various offline franchises in the future.

[Auction]

 The diamond jewelry sold at auction is a top-notch diamond jewelry

from the diamond specialty brand name 'Bergere', and the luxury items

(fashion products) are made up of Chanel, Gucci, Prada, etc. and can

be purchased at auction at up to 30% less than the market price.

 Auction is held two to four times a month. Only GXT Token holders can

participate. The bidding method is GXT Token, which is the highest bid.

Luxury editorial shop 

(Apgujeong store 90 square meter)

Luxury editorial shop

(Busan store 150 square meter)

On line Service

Off line Service
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3-1. GXT Token Staking

GXT Staking is the holding of assets in the crypto wallet to support the operation of the block chain

network. Basically, the user freezes the crypto to receive compensation when he stakes the GXT Token

into the GXT Platform.

The rewards provided for staking are operated in accordance with the GXT Global Policy, and depending

on the quantity and duration of the staking, the rewards will be applied differently.

(* Compensation policies are being elastically changed and in progress.)

3-2. GXT Token Burning & Minting

"Coin burning" refers to the act of sending a crypto-currency to a crypto-currency wallet address without

a private key so that it cannot be used. Also known as coin burn, or simply burn, burn, or incineration,

you need to know the private key to open the wallet if you want to use it again, but you can't use it

without a private key. Since a wallet address without a private key can only receive a coin and cannot be

taken out again, sending the coin to such a wallet will have the same effect as burning it down.

GXT is based on incineration of all GXT Token used in the GXT Platform and recalled.

3-3. GXT Token Minting

Minting is the act of reproducing tokens in the process of creating a block chain asset.

The volume of GXT Token issued is 500 million, and since all of the GXT Token used through the GXT

Platform is incinerated, the quantity of GXT Token is designed to be reduced. On the other hand, as the

number of listed exchanges increases, more GXT Token is needed, and GXT Global wants to reproduce

some of the incinerated volumes to maintain the GXT Token balance and eventually find the optimized

Average of GXT Token and make it worth a stable Token.
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Xangle is an information disclosure platform built to improve the crypto market to a transparent and reliable

information environment, and the platform provides services that collect information from crypto projects and

disclose corporate information and disclose information transparently.

In addition, Xangle has a network with the global exchange, and many crypto exchanges have confidence in

the report provided by Xangle, so it can be listed on the global exchange on good terms.

We, GXT Global, are working on various projects with Xangle and have been recognized as a viable project as

a result of the Xangle Report.

Haechi Labs is a company that finds security vulnerabilities in smart contracts and provides audit services,

commissioned by many companies, and projects that receive results reports from Hatch Labs are market-

recognized for technology and security.

Major customers of Hatch Labs include leading ICT (Information Communication Technology) companies such

as SK Telecom, Coinplug, and Kakao Ground X, LG Group, and Shinhan Bank, which are also provided with

consulting when establishing digital switching strategies such as linking existing services with block chain.

GXT Global has passed technical and security inspections with Hatch Labs and will work with Hatch Labs to

upgrade and build services for the GXT platform.

The XIGNAL Exchange is a global exchange that allows Fiat trading and provides bank accounts to foreigners.

We are currently preparing for the exchange business after receiving the first exchange license in the

southwestern Asian country.

GXT Global and XIGNAL exchanges are business-special partners, and GXT Global shares the technology

(patent) held by GXT Global with XIGNAL, while XIGNAL exchanges have contracted to open non-face-to-face

bank accounts for GXT Token holders. The XIGNAL Exchange is preparing to open its service in the first half

of 2021.

4. Major Partners
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5-1. GXT On-Chain Blockchain Platform Ethereum
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 On-chain transaction (GXT MAIN)

On-chain (Ethereum Protocol) registers transaction information on the GXT main block chain network by

synchronizing the accumulated information through GXT off-chain transactions. At this time, only the

necessary information is registered on the block by minimizing the information from the off-chain.

 Off-chain transaction (GXT SUBNETWORK)

The GXT platform service requires a recording system application repository to track and store sensitive data.

Important data include credit/input transactions/internal regulatory data (e.g. GDPR) in GXT accounts, and

GXT COMMERCIAL SERVICES. This information records the traditional database in a traditional way. Using

relational databases to build auditing capabilities can make mistakes and require custom development, making

it difficult to track and verify unintended data changes. By building a cloud-delivered off-chain system, GXT

leverages a scalable serverless architecture to easily verify the integrity of past records. By effectively

managing and connecting data generated from numerous off-chain logic to the on-chain, we aim to create a

hybrid GXT system with a centralized and distributed ownership operation.

GXT 
TRANSACTION 

TYPE
GXT OFF 
CHAIN

GXT ON 
CHAIN

ETHERUM 2.0

GXT DAPP

GXT 
CENTRALIZED
DATA BASES

TRANSACTION SIGNED 
BROADCATED 
TO AND SETTLES DIRECTLY ON 
THE ETH BLOCKCHAIN

TRANSACTION HANDLED 
OUTSIDE OF THE ETH 
BLOCKCHAIN

GXT KEY
TRANSFER

TRANSACTION CARRIED OUT AS 
A REALTIME TRANSFER ON A 
PRIVATE KEY OUTSIDE OF THE 
GXT BACKEND

• CROSS SHARD 
COMMUNICATION

• THE BEACON CHAIN

• APPLICATION 
DATA

• SYSTEM OF 
RECORD

• AUDIT TRAIL

5-2. GXT Network Chain Structure
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 On-Chain + Off Chain

The GXT platform service is GXT TOKEN and COMMERCIAL SERVICES, which are used as key currencies

led by global exchanges, and aims to establish financial transaction services that can be used anytime,

anywhere. In the case of the currently established exchange, there are about 4 million members and 110,000

daily users. Data generated by global exchanges, commercial services, must be able to generate countless

transactions in real time and provide immediate results. Transaction processing cannot respond to real-time

services with the mainnet's on-chain. (Because of the impact of payment response speed on block creation)

That's why GXT manages and processes many information registered and stored on the front DAPP and

Service Manager screens in off-chain.

Upload the final result value to the on-board (Ethereum) block to specify completeness for integrity. The off-

chain layer will sign the results, but the final result information will be broadcast over a separate network and

fed outside the Ethereum Blockchain.

• On-Chain / Off-Chain Structural Needs of GXT

Transaction processing speed

After a transaction occurs, it takes quite a long time for the transaction to propagate to the block chain network

and be finalized. If GXT is used as a payment method in GXT's commercial service, it will take several

seconds for Ethereum to generate blocks and deliver this result. This is because services that need to be

handled quickly are not handled by the on-chain and must be handled by the off-chain.

Private

All details of transactions going up in the block chain are disclosed to everyone through open books. However,

if you need to generate a transaction that contains personal information that you don't want to disclose, you

can process it off-chain.

Cost/Extensionality

When validate the transaction, we have to pay the fee to the miners but we can only deal with few transactions

per second (TPS). So if you're doing services like frequent micro-payment on the current online, you might

have to pay more fees than the amount of money sent.

Centralized Network Decentralized Network GXT HIBRID  Network

5-3. GXT Network Chain Structure
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CLIENT LAYER

: Provides a block chain application interface. Sends data used by services in the GXT Platform to the server

via the GXT API to the End Point..

STORAGE LAYER

: The data linked to GXT turns to be Hash Code and operate the role as accumulating information on

transaction.

GXT ONCHAIN LAYER

: Validate your transaction with the node where the transaction occurred and share the transaction history. If

there are nodes that are propagated to other nodes and are judged to be malicious attacks, they are

synchronized to transactions that have been initialized and verified for integrity.

GXT ON-CHAIN BLOCKCHAIN

: The storage space of the block chain data structure. Store META DATA delivered from Dapp and blocks

containing Merck Tree, certified digital sign information, hash, and transactions.

GXT BLOCKCHAIN
GXT TRANSACTION / ETH NETWORK

5-4. GXT System Architecture
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③ SHA DECRYPTION
HASH DATA / DECRYPTION KEY

GXT SMART CONTRACT

GXT RPC API

CLIENT LAYER

STORAGE 
LAYER

SMART 
CONTRACT 

LOGIC

GXT ON-
CHAIN 

BLOCKCHAIN

Mobile Dapp
(Android / IOS)

GXT API
Admin Management

Off Chain / Transaction Data
KEY / META DATA
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5-5. GXT Smart Contract
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 How GXT Electronic Signatures Work 

For example, suppose you use services in the GXT Platform with Ethereum. 

1. The node electronically signs transaction information through SIGNING and confirms it in the off-chain.

2. The off-chain node raises its shares with the signature.

3. When a transaction is approved by the GXT network, the node is rewarded by a smart contract.

4. Once the shares in the node are unlocked, the amount of coins received will increase. 

5. The transferred node will confirm more honest transactions and increase its shares.

 Node Types and Features 

All nodes in the GXT network are responsible for modular operation.

Generic node : Connects to a simple P2P network to ensure network functionality and decentralization.

Full node : Provides the ability to view the entire transaction history of the network.

Master node : Supports application layer subnetworks that run GXT layer and app layer algorithms.

Bridge : Supports protocols that link data sent to off-chain and on-chain networks.

Service Node : Performs a given logic operation to ensure the functionality of platform services.

ON-CHAIN NODE

A USER

MASTER

10 GXT 

ORDER

10 BTC, ETH

10 GXT

DEPOSIT DEPOSIT MASTER

B USER

OFF-CHAIN NODE

5-6. GXT Smart Contract
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120 million tokens Allocated to Sale

 System R&D --------------------------------------------------------- 40%

 Marketing ------------------------------------------------------------ 20%

 Operating ------------------------------------------------------------ 20%

 Bonus ----------------------------------------------------------------- 20%

GXT issued a total of 500 million tokens.

 Ecosystem & Holder Compensation ------------------------------ 250 million Tokens.

 Holding Foundation ----------------------------------------------- 100 million Tokens.

 Incineration & Exchange ------------------------------------------- 50 million Tokens.

 Sales ---------------------------------------------------------------- 150 million Tokens.

40%

10%

System OperatingMarketing

40% 20% 20%

Service

10%

20%

50%
10%10% 30%

Ecosystem & 
Holder 

Compensation

SalesIncineration
& Exchange

Holding 
Foundation
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Blockchain Business Logistics / Distribution 

Business

platform businessFinancial enterprise
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◎ GXT evolves into a global platform. 

- Existing shopping mall platforms were limited to Korea.  

- Euromall can serve global customers with a single entry.

◎ Creating competitive services.

- Securing the competitiveness of logistics and securing product competitiveness by country through the

use of crypto-currency It's going out.

- Quality of service is being enhanced through regular customer centers in Korean, English, Japanese,

and Chinese.

◎ Grow with partners.

- Platform growth is the growth of all partners.

- Helps secure users and increase trust through various promotions.
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This overview (hereinafter referred to as the "white paper") is GXT Tech PTE.LTD is intended to

provide information on the business model and use cases of utility tokens ("GXT Token")

planned by GXT Tech PTE.LTD (hereinafter referred to as "Company"). The information contained

in this white paper may be incomplete, non-binding and non-contractual.

Purchasing GXT Token involves certain risks, especially risks associated with purchasing any

token. Each reader of the company's documentation should make a personal assessment of the

potential value of the content and decide whether to participate in the GXT Token sale. For

greater certainty, this white paper reflects information about the business proposed by the

company and clearly not recommends a financial investment.

Any and all information contained in this white paper may be updated, modified or amended by

the Company. The completeness and factual accuracy of the white paper are therefore not

warranted, and this information is subject to change at any time without notice. The Company

promises, assumes, or provides no notice of any modification of the information herein. The

Company shall endeavor to ensure that the information contained in this white paper is

accurate at the time of publication, but there is no plan to represent, guarantee, represent,

represent, represent, express, accept, or accept any liability or obligation relating to the accuracy

and completeness of the information contained in this white paper or any written or oral

information disclosed to any party. For greater certainty, the Company and its representative

clearly inform that, either directly or indirectly, the issuer does not assume any and all liability

for any form of direct or consequential loss or damage due to: (i) relying on any information

contained in this white paper (ii) any error, omission or inaccuracy in such information, or (iii)

any act arising from such information.

There is no description or guarantee of any future expectations, predictions, prospects, or

rationality of revenue in this white paper. The reader shall not understand any other

communication by the content of this white paper or on behalf of the Company, or by the

Company's adviser, as a recommendation of financial, legal, tax or other nature. Therefore, each

reader of this white paper should consult their professional advisors about any potential

involvement, whether financial, legal, tax or related matters.
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1) Investor Privacy

GXT Tech PTE.LTD protects the personal information of users (members) by complying

with the Personal Information Protection Act and related laws and by preparing

necessary policies and security facilities. In addition, various policies for data protection

when accessing and using data from employees or external sources are implemented,

and related data is fully protected by introducing biometric recognition and multi-

complement system such as fingerprints.

2) Distribution and security policies

GXT Tech PTE.LTD requires Google OTP certification to participate in pre-exchange. In

order to encourage transparent distribution of GXT Token, we will establish and

implement policies for monitoring abnormal transactions and preventing money

laundering, and gradually improve related systems.

To protect the owner of GXT Token, multiple supplemental design is applied to the

internal system, and security policies are strictly observed to protect users' assets from

hacking risks.

Also, GXT Tech PTE.LTD is committed to security through regular security training for

executives and employees.
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